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Abstract

2003; Langer, 2009). For example, the verb take
does not contribute its full meaning to the SVC take
a bath, but nevertheless its semantic contribution is
different to the verb make in the SVC make a bath
(Butt, 2003). Often, an SVC is close in meaning
to a corresponding full verb, e.g., the SVC make a
contribution is synonymous to the verb contribute.
Table 1 presents examples for English and for German SVCs and synonymous full verbs, where the
predicative nouns are embedded in a noun phrase
(V+NP) or a prepositional phrase (V+PP).

Support-verb constructions (i.e., multiword
expressions combining a semantically light
verb with a predicative noun) are problematic for standard statistical machine translation
systems, because SMT systems cannot distinguish between literal and idiomatic uses of
the verb. We work on the German to English
translation direction, for which the identification of support-verb constructions is challenging due to the relatively free word order of
German. We show that we achieve improved
translation quality for verb-object supportverb constructions by marking the verbs when
occuring in such constructions. Additional
evaluations revealed that our systems produce
more correct verb translations than a contrastive baseline system without verb markup.

V+NP
V+PP
V+NP
V+PP

1

Introduction

It is widely acknowledged in the NLP community
that multiword expressions (MWEs) are a challenge
for many NLP applications (Sag et al., 2002), due
to their idiosyncratic behaviour at different levels of
linguistic description. In this paper we address German support verb constructions (SVCs) in statistical
machine translation.1
Support-verb constructions, also known as lightverb constructions,2 are multiword expressions
combining a verb and a predicative noun. The
verb neither contributes its full meaning to the construction, nor is the meaning completely void (Butt,
1

The work presented in this paper is part of the Master’s
Thesis of Manju Nirmal, cf. (Nirmal, 2015).
2
in German: Funktionsverbgefüge

English
make a contribution
take into account

contribute
consider

German
einen Beitrag leisten
lit. a contribution achieve
in Frage stellen
lit. in question put

beitragen
to contribute
hinterfragen
to question

Table 1: Examples of English and German SVCs.

Support-verb constructions are problematic for
phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT)
systems, as these systems consider texts to consist
of word sequences, without distinguishing between
the literal meanings of the verbs vs. their idiomatic
meaning within an SVC. In this paper, we will show
that we can achieve improved translation quality by
marking the verbs that occur within V+NP SVCs.
The marking distinguishes the SVC verbs from independent occurrences of the verb and thus enables
the SMT system to learn different translations for the
different kinds of occurrences. We focus on German
SVCs, which are particularly challenging due to the
morphological richness and the relatively free word
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order in German. While Carpuat and Diab (2010)
included some English SVCs into their pilot study
on evaluating MWEs through SMT, to our knowledge there is no other previous work on SVCs in the
context of SMT.

2

SVCs in Statistical Machine Translation

Default translation: In SMT, translations are
“learned” from parallel data. Out of a set of possible translations derived from that data, the SMT
decoder selects the most probable one. Today, most
SMT systems translate whole phrases instead of single words, which allows to take some context of the
word into account. Moreover, a language model
and an reodering model are consulted in order to
promote fluent translations. Nevertheless it is often the most frequent translation of a word which
is chosed by the decoder. For example, the German
verb “vertreten” is most often translated as “represent” in the training data. A standard phrase-based
SMT system thus considers “represent” as a suitable
translation for “vertreten”. However, when occurring in the context of an SVC like “die Auffassung
vertreten”, a translation into “represent the view”
is clearly wrong. Instead, “vertreten” should in this
case be translated into “take” in order to yield the
correct translation into “take the view”. However,
this is only one translation scenario. Sometimes, the
German SVC is not translated into an English SVC
but a different construction. For example, “Auffassung vertreten” is often translated as “being of the
opinion that”. In other cases, the SVC is identical in
both languages: e.g. “Rolle spielen” - “play a role”.
Dazu leistet die Effizienz des Vermittlungsverfahrens
einen substanziellen Beitrag.
To that make the effectiveness of the codecision procedure a substantial contribution.
The effectiveness of the codecision procedure has
made a substantial contribution in this case .
Table 2: Example for a non-adjacent SVC.

Non-adjacent SVCs: If the verb and its object are
directly adjacent, a phrase-based system with sufficient coverage of the SVC in question is likely to
correctly translate the SVC as one phrase. However, if the verb appears isolated, which is not un20

common in German, it is much more difficult for the
SMT system to recognize that the verb should not be
translated by its “default”, but by the SVC-specific
translation. The example in Table 2 illustrates that
several words may occur between the components
of the SVC “Beitrag leisten”.
Note that some SVCs allow for more intervening
words than others. In Table 3, the comparison of
the average distance between the verb and the noun
within the two SVCs “Beitrag leisten” and “Rechnung tragen” shows considerable differences.
SVC
Beitrag leisten to make a contribution
Rechnung tragen
to account for

distance
5.44
2.62

Table 3: Average distance of SVC components.

The mean distances are derived from 3,549 occurrences of the SVC “Beitrag leisten” and 1,868 occurrences of the SVC “Rechnung tragen” within the
Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005). They were calculated by substracting the lower position in the sentence from the higher position for either the noun or
the verb. Whenever the verb and the noun occurred
directly adjacent, the score yields “1”.
Methodology: In order to enable the SMT system to distinguish occurrences of a verb within an
SVC from independent occurrences, we add a special markup to the verbs occurring in an SVC. By introducing this markup, the translations for independent verbs with a literal meaning are separated from
those of verbs occurring in an SVC context. Thus,
the SMT system can learn the SVC-translation of
a verb not only when it occurs directly adjacent to
the noun, but also for SVCs with many intervening
words between the components. In such cases, the
SVC is chopped and stored in different phrases of
the SMT system. For a standard SMT system without markup it is almost impossible to learn the correct translation of the verb.

3

Related Work

MWEs in general: Multiword expressions have
been a recurrent focus of attention within theoretical, cognitive, and in the last decade also within
computational linguistics: The workshops on multi-

word expressions attached to major CL conferences3
celebrated their 10th anniversary in 2014, and the
SIGLEX-MWE has initiated three special issues in
NLP journals.
After initial approaches mainly focused on characterising the computationally challenging properties of multiword expressions (such as Sag et al.
(2002) and Villavicencio et al. (2005)) and automatically identifying various types of multiword expressions in corpora (such as Baldwin and Villavicencio (2002), Villavicencio (2003) and Bannard (2007)
who extracted English particle verbs), the focus of
interest moved towards deeper semantic models of
specific types of multiword expressions and towards
integrating multiword expressions into applications.
Compositionality of MWEs: A wide range of semantic approaches has been concerned with distinguishing degrees of compositionality within multiword expressions, addressing
• noun compounds (Zinsmeister and Heid
(2004), Reddy et al. (2011), Schulte im Walde
et al. (2013)),
• particle verbs (McCarthy et al. (2003), Bannard
(2005), Cook and Stevenson (2006), Ramisch
et al. (2008)),
• light-/support-verb constructions (Bannard
(2007), Fazly et al. (2007), Fazly et al. (2009)),
• various MWE types (Lin (1999), Katz and
Giesbrecht (2006), Fazly and Stevenson
(2008), Evert (2009))
The most prominent approach exploring measures of
association strength within multiword expressions,
in order to distinguish literal from collocational interpretations, is probably (Evert, 2005).
Addressing the compositionality of multiword expressions is a crucial ingredient for lexicography
and NLP applications, to know whether the expression should be treated as a whole, or through its
parts, and what the expression means. Examples
of applications that have profited from integrating
the semantics of multiword expressions are Part-ofSpeech Tagging (Constant and Sigogne, 2011), Parsing (Wehrli, 2014), Information Retrieval (Acosta
et al., 2011), and SMT (Carpuat and Diab, 2010;
Weller et al., 2014), see below for details.
3

http://multiword.sourceforge.net
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MWEs in SMT: Previous work regarding multiword expressions in SMTcan be divided into static
approaches, where the training data is modified in
order to facilitate a standard SMT system to learn
suitable MWE translations and dynamic approaches
where the modification takes place in the phrase table of the SMT system.
Static approaches include (Lambert and Banchs,
2005), who first extract bilingual – English and
Spanish – MWEs based on parsed data and then
merge them into “super-tokens”, which later is
treated as a unit by the SMT system. Similarly,
Carpuat and Diab (2010) merge parts of English
MWEs extracted from lexica into larger units in order to improve English to Arabic SMT. In addition,
they increase the maximal phrase size from 5 in conventional systems to 10 words per phrase. More
recently, Cholakov and Kordoni (2014) described a
static approach to handle English phrasal verbs – extracted from lexical ressources – for translation into
Bulgarian, where the particles are usually not separated from the verbs.
While static approaches have shown to improve
translation quality, they do not allow for contextdependent decisions on how to translate MWEs.
Instead of modifying MWEs in the training data,
dynamic approaches handle MWEs directly in the
phrase table of the SMT system. Ren et al. (2009)
present an approach to handle bilingual Chinese English MWEs. These are extracted from domainspecific parallel text and then added as separate
phrases to the training data. In a subsequent step,
the resulting phrase table is then annotated with a
boolean variable indicating the presence or absence
of an MWE. This approach was then taken one step
further by Carpuat and Diab (2010), who worked
with longer phrases and indicated not only the presence, but also the number of MWEs in each phrase.
Finally, Cholakov and Kordoni (2014) further improved the dynamic approach in that they, in addition to the number of MWEs in a phrase, also encoded linguistic features of the phrasal verbs they
investigated, like transitivity or separability.
In terms of translation quality, both static and dynamic approaches performed more or less equally
well, except for (Cholakov and Kordoni, 2014), who
found considerable improvements for the dynamic
approach incorporating linguistic features.

DE
EN

“Sie wollen herausfinden, welche Rolle der Riesenplanet bei der Entwicklung des Sonnensystems gespielt hat.”
they wanted to find out, what role the giant-planet for the development of-the solar-system played has.
“They want to find our what role the giant planet has played in the development of the solar system .”

Table 4: German word order allows for many intervening words between a verb and its object, here: “Rolle gespielt”.

Relation to the presented work In this paper, we
pursue a static approach, i.e. we modify the training
data of the SMT system, but leave the system itself
as it is. We extract MWEs directly from the parallel training data (like Lambert and Banchs (2005)
and Ren et al. (2009)) using parsed data (to account
for the flexible word order of German) and word association measures (similarly to Ren et al. (2009)).
In contrast to previous static approaches, where the
MWEs were joined together to form a single unit,
we only mark the verb of a support verb construction. We have shown with the example of “Beitrag
leisten” above that German word order allows for
many intervening words between the two components. Joining German MWEs together may thus
lead to highly influent sentences.

4

Extraction and Markup of SVC verbs

This section provides more details on our methodology. The general procedure is done in five steps,
with steps 1–4 explained in the following subsections, and step 5 described in Section 5:
1. extract verb-object pairs (on lemma-level)
from the parsed training data
2. identify SVCs (on lemma-level) in this set
using standard word association measures
3. create several SVC sets with different degrees of idiomaticity
4. re-visit the training data and mark the verbs
of SVCs (on token-level) accordingly
5. run SMT systems trained on data with verb
markup based on the different SVC sets (cf.
Section 5)
4.1 Verb-Object Pair Extraction To obtain a set
of SVCs, we first extract verb-object pairs from
dependency-parsed data. In a second step, all of
these potential SVCs are scored and ranked by association measures. The SVC candidates with the
highest association scores constitute the set of SVCs
to be marked in both the parallel training data as well
22

as in the data to be translated.
For extracting the SVC candidates, we follow
the extraction method outlined in Scheible et al.
(2013) who describe a set of guidelines to induce
the complete set of argument and adjunct phrases
from dependency-parses (Bohnet, 2010). While in
this study we focus on verb-object pairs, our extraction method allows for an easy extension to
also cover other types of SVCs, such as preposition+noun+verb triples.
The example given in Table 4 illustrates the need
for parsed data when working with German: due to
the flexible word order already illustrated in Section 2, verb and object are often not adjacent, but
allow for the insertion of several phrases ([the giant planet]SU BJ [for the development [of the solar system]P P ]P P ) or sub-ordinate clauses between
them. Furthermore, parsed data allows for an extraction of verb-object pairs on lemma-basis in order to
generalise over the morphological variants of verbs
and nouns. From the example in Table 4, we would
extract the verb–object lemma pair “Rolle spielen”.
4.2 Identification of SVCs The resulting list of
SVC verb-object candidate pairs does not only contain idiomatic SVCs, but also literal verb–object
combinations. In order to identify the subset of
SVCs, we measure the association strength between
the verb and the object. For this, we opted for the
often-used log-likelihood measure implemented in
the UCS-toolkit (Evert, 2005). Assuming that verbobject pairs with a high association score are likely
to be idiomatic, we rank the SVC candidate pairs
according to their association scores.
4.3 Datasets Based on the ranked list of verb–
object pairs by a word association measure, we decided to investigate different thresholds to the loglikelihood scores in order to identify idiomatic SVCs
among the set of verb-object pairs and thus approximate different degrees of idiomaticity. We set these
thresholds at log-likelihood scores of 1,000, 500,

all
freq≥5
LL ≥ 1000
LL ≥ 500
LL ≥ 350
LL ≥ 250

training
types
token
30,6572 1,102,166
25,610
713,734
338
181,818
693
240,369
1,024
271,908
1,473
304,148

testing
types token
794
881
461
537
58
94
95
139
120
168
142
191

SVC
other

Das hat einen wichtigen Beitrag geleistet SVC.
This has an important contribution made.
This has made an important contribution.
Ich glaube , dass sie sehr viel Gutes geleistet hat .
I believe, that it very much good achieved has.
I believe that it has achieved a great deal of good .

Table 6: Illustration of SVC markup on verbs.

Table 5: Number of SVCs in the training data and test set
when applying different log-likelihood (LL) thresholds.

350 and 250. Note that the degree of idiomaticity decreases with the loglikelihood score, while the
amount of noise in form of literal verb-object pairs
being erroneosly taken for SVCs increases. Nevertheless, we performed no manual cleaning of these
lists. According to the various thresholds, we obtained different sets of presumably idiomatic verb–
object pairs to be marked for the SMT system, and
all pairs occurring in the sets are considered SVCs.
Table 5 shows the number of all extracted verbobject pairs from the German part of the parallel
data, and the number of pairs with a freqency ≥ 5.
Note that we discarded verb-object pairs with a frequency < 5 as we consider these to be too sparse to
be translated adequately by an SMT system. Table 5
also shows the sizes of the resulting sets of SVCs,
both for the training data and the test data.
4.4 Verb Markup For each of the SVC sets given
in Table 5, the training data is re-visited and all verbs
occurring within SVCs receive a special markup.
Generally speaking, we follow here the same procedure as for the extraction. If a verb-object pair
occurs in the list of SVCs, the verb is marked by
adding the string “ SVC” to the verb. It is important
to note that, while the list of SVCs is lemmatized,
we keep the inflected verb form in the training data.
By introducing this markup, independent verbs with
a literal sense are distinct from verbs occurring in
SVCs. The SMT system can thus distinguish these
two types of verbs and learn different translations
for them. The example given in Table 6 illustrates a
marked occurrence of “geleistet” (in the context of
“Beitrag leisten” (= ”make a contribution”) as opposed to an independent occurrence, where “geleistet” should be translated literally into “achieved”.
In addition to annotating the source-side part of the
DE–EN training data, we also need to annotate the
23

source-side part of the data to be translated, i.e. the
data set for parameter tuning and the test set on
which we evaluate our systems.

5

SMT Experiments

In order to assess the impact of our SVC verb
markup, we trained one baseline SMT system
without markup and 4 different systems with our
markup (one for each idiomaticity threshold, cf.
Table 5). Each of our SMT experiments consists of
the following steps:
1. add SVC verb markup to the parallel training
data (as described in Section 4)
2. train the SMT system, including word alignment, construction of a phrase-table and a reordering table
3. tune translation parameters using minimun
error rate training
4. translate the test set and evaluate the output
against one human reference translation
In the following we give details on the data sets we
used and some further technical details on our SMT
systems. Apart from differing SVC verb markup, all
systems are trained identically.
5.1

SMT training data

We trained our systems on data from the annual
shared task for statistical machine translation, all of
which are accessible for free download.4 For training, we take the training data from the shared task
of 2009, which consists of roughly 1.5 million sentences composed of mainly Europarl (Koehn, 2005)
and some news data. The English language model is
trained on the monolingual training data of the 2009
shared task, which roughly consists of 22 million
sentences. For parameter tuning, we used the test
set of the shared task 2013 and for testing the most
recent test set of 2014 (∼3,000 sentences each).
4

www.statmt.org

Experiments
Baseline
Exp1000
Exp500
Exp350
Exp250

BLEU
tuning1
20.43
21.04
21.08
20.86
20.85

BLEU
tuning2
20.49
21.01
21.01
20.89
20.84

System
Reference
Baseline
Exp1000
Exp500
Exp350
Exp250

Table 8: Number of sentences produced by the systems,
which contain at least one full verb.

Table 7: BLEU scores on the 2014 testset.

5.2

System Details

We used the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007)
to train standard phrase-based systems with default
configurations. We trained an English 5-gram language model using KenLM (Heafield, 2011). For
tuning the feature weights, we applied batch-mira
with -safe-hope (Cherry and Foster, 2012). In order to ensure stable tuning, we performed two subsequent tuning procedures with identical starting conditions and report on results for both of them.

6

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the translation quality of our systems in comparison to each other and also to a baseline without any markup, we performed a standard
MT evaluation using the BLEU metric. In addition,
we also performed a semi-automatic evaluation with
a focus on verb translations.
6.1

Automatic MT Evaluation

It is common practise to evaluate the performance
of an SMT system by comparing its output to one
(or more) human reference translations. We follow this line and calculate BLEU scores (Papineni
et al., 2001) for each of our systems. Our testset is
taken from the 2014 shared task on statistical machine translation (∼ 3,000 words). We tested all
BLEU scores for statistical significance using pairwise bootstrap resampling with sample size 1,000
and a p-value of 0.055 . Results are givenin Table 7.
Compared to the baseline, we found that all of our
systems containing verb markup for SVC verbs lead
to a significant improvement in terms of BLEU.
The fact that all investigated sets of automatically
identified SVCs improve the translation quality in
the same magnitude shows that no manual filtering
5

# sentences with at least one full verb
2,712
2,378
2,412
2,413
2,412
2,411

Code to be obtained from www.ark.cs.smu.edu/MT
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of the SVC sets is required to improve translation
quality. Even though the sets certainly contain literal verb-object pairs, their markup does not seem
to decrease translation quality. In future experiemnts, we will investigate the effect of manual filtering
the SVC lists on translation quality.
6.2

Improved Verb Translations

In addition to the standard evaluation using BLEU
scores, we investigated the effect of the SVC verb
markup on verb translations in general. In the past,
we often observed that verbs are missing in the SMT
output. Due to their primary role in the understanding of a sentence, each missing verb translation has a
severe effect on the perception of translation quality
of humans. In Table 8, we give the number of sentences in which at least one full verb has occurred
(note that auxiliary verbs were discarded in this evaluation). From these absolute numbers, it can be seen
that each of our systems produces more verbs when
compared to the baseline.
In a subsequent evaluation, we compared verb translations separately for each sentence, taking the reference translation the baseline translation and the output of one of our systems (Exp250) into account.
The results of this evaluation are given in Table 9.
It can be seen that, compared to the baseline, our
system yields more verbs that match the reference
translation on lemma level (3,648 vs. 3,505).
system
Baseline
Exp250
#verbs

lemma matches the reference
X
X
X
X
3,505
3,648
2,436

Table 9: Overview of verb counts. ’X’ indicates a verb
matching the reference verb on lemma-level.

(a) baseline: no verb translation, Exp250: correct translation of the SVC verb.

input
reference
baseline
Exp250

Sie wollen herausfinden, welche Rolle der Riesenplanet bei der Entwicklung des Sonnensystems gespielt hat.
They wanted to find out, what role the giant-planet for the development of-the solar-system played has.
They want to find out what role the giant planet has played in the development of the solar system.
You want to find out what role the Riesenplanet in the development of the solar system.
They want to find out what role the Riesenplanet played in the development of the solar system.
(b) baseline: default translation of the verb, Exp250: SVC translation of the verb.

input
reference
baseline
Exp250

“Ich vertrete die Auffassung, dass eine hinreichende Grundlage fr eine formelle Ermittlung besteht, sagte er.
I take the view that a sufficient basis for a formal investigation exists, said he.
“I am of the opinion that a sufficient basis exits” for a formal investigation, he said.
I represent the view that a sufficient basis for a formal investigation is, he said.
I take the view that a sufficient basis for a formal investigation is, he said.
(c) baseline & Exp250: same verb translation, but Exp250 with better noun translation.

input
reference
baseline
Exp250

UBS gab diese Woche bekannt , dass sie Schritte gegen einige ihrer Mitarbeiter unternommen habe
UBS announced this week, that they action against some of their employees taken have
UBS said this week it had taken action against some of its employees.
UBS was announced this week that they take steps against some of their staff have done.
UBS was announced this week that they take action against some of their staff, after.
Table 10: Comparison of translation outputs from the baseline and Exp250.

Recall that this verb evaluation happened with respect to the verbs occurring in the reference set. We
already have seen from the improved BLEU scores
that our systems are more similar to the reference
translation than the Baseline system. While BLEU
scores are calculated on exact matches, the verb
evaluation in Table 9 has shown that we produce also
more verbs matching the reference on lemma level
(thus abstracting over morphological variants). But
even this number can only be seen as an approximation of the translation quality. Ideally, a later evaluation would include the German source sentence in
the evaluation and reflect whether or not the present
verb is a correct translation of the German verb or
not (independent of which lexeme the human reference translator chose).
Finally, in Table 10, we give some interesting examples of SVC translations in the context of the whole
sentence in which they occurred. In Table 10(a), our
system was able to produce the SVC verb that was
missing in the baseline translation. In contrast, the
baseline produced a verb in Table 10(b), but instead
of the SVC verb, a default translation of the verb was
produced. This example is particularly interesting as
the correct translation of the SVC by our system has
no positive effect on the BLEU score, as the human
reference translator chose a different construction to
25

translate the SVC. Finally in Table 10(c) we give
an example where all systems produced the correct
verb (though in a different tense form than the reference), but in addition, our system also yielded an
improved translation of the SVC noun. The examples in Table 10 cannot considered to be more than
random samples, not strong enough to draw further
conclusions from them. However, they show that a
more detailed manual evaluation of the translation
quality may reveal even more significant improvements of our systems.
6.3

Translation Probabilities

In this section, we study the effects of the verb
markup on the resulting translation probabilities. By
marking whether a verb appears in an SVC context
or not, we expect to see a difference in the respective
translation options and probabilities. Table 11 shows
entries for translations and the respective probabilities for the verb treffen which often occurs in SVCs
such as Entscheidung treffen (to make/take a decision), Wahl treffen (to make a choice) or Vorkehrungen treffen (to take precautions).
In the baseline, the predominant translation options are related to meet, with a second literal meaning represented by hit. Options for translating SVCs
(e.g. make/take) are listed as well, but their trans-

Baseline
treffen
prob
transl.
0.295 meeting
0.105 meetings
0.086 take
0.059 make
0.036 meet
0.013 be
0.011 hit
0.010 affect
0.010 adopt
0.007 taken

Exp1000
treffen
treffen SVC
prob
transl.
prob
transl.
0.315 meeting
0.237 take
0.112 meetings 0.176 make
0.074 take
0.032 will
0.048 make
0.022 decide
0.039 meet
0.019 taken
0.012 be
0.012 reach
0.012 hit
0.009 will take
0.011 adopt
0.009 will make
0.011 affect
0.009 to take
0.007 taken
0.009 to make

Table 11: Top-ranked translation possibilities (with probabilities) for the verb treffen in the baseline, and its unmarked and marked variants in Exp1000. Valid translations are highlighted.

lation probabilities are considerably smaller. The
top-ranked translation possibilities for treffen in the
Exp1000 system do not differ much from those in
the baseline, but the probabilities for the literal translations (highlighted) are higher than those in the
baseline, whereas the probabilities for translations in
an SVC context are slightly lower compared to the
baseline. We assume that the entries make/take for
the literal translations of treffen were derived from
usages in SVCs not listed in the set of SVCs on
which the annotation for this system was based –
keep in mind that 1000 was the highest of the thresholds used and thus resulted in a list of SVCs with a
high level of idiomaticity.
When looking at the translation options for treffen in an SVC context, we find that there is a considerable change in comparison to the baseline and
non-markup entries: translation options for the literal meaning (meet/hit) are no longer top-ranked,
but instead there are verbs with a light meaning allowing for the respective English SVCs to be realized. While there are a number of variations of the
same lemma (take, taken, will take, to take), there is
also some lexical variation (take/make/reach [a decision]) and also one full verb (decide) equivalent to
one of the SVCs in question.
The comparison of the translation options for the
different uses of treffen in table 11 illustrates how the
verb markup applied to verbs within an SVC separates between the literal translation(s) and those appropriate for an SVC context.
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On a sidenote, the selectional preferences of the
different usages of treffen also reflect its respective
meaning: when used with the default meaning of
to meet6 , the typical object is likely to be a person
whereas in the usage as part of an SVC, the object is
an abstract concept like decision or choice.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an approach to handle SVCs in an
German–English SMT system. By marking verbs
that occur within an SVC on the source-side, literal
translation options are separated from those appropriate in an SVC context. We investigated different
degrees of idiomaticity which all lead to significant
improvements in BLEU. An additional evaluation of
verbs confirmed that the systems with SVC-markup
produced more verbs than the baseline and that also
an increased amount of verbs matched with the reference translation.
We assume that our strategy of marking the (limited) set of light verbs is not running risk of introducing data sparsity, but the question of how to decide on an optimal set of SVCs remains to be studied more thoroughly in future work. Moreover, we
may want to further distinguish the verb markup:
while the current markup separates literal translations from SVC-appropriate translations, we could
in the future explicitly distinguish translations of different SVCs that share the same verb in the source
language, but might need different translations as for
example in Massnahme ergreifen (lit: “to grasp measures”, “to take measures”) and Flucht ergreifen (lit:
“to grasp escape”, “to esacpe”).
An extension to different language pairs would
also be interesting – the presented approach can easily be extended to other languages as long as enough
data is available as a basis to extract a set of SVCs.
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The same applies to the second literal meaning to hit.
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